
By Dave Gahary

T
he New Jersey police officer responsible for
capturing five Israelis who filmed and cele-
brated while the World Trade Center towers
burned has broken his silence, agreeing to a

Sept. 16 exclusive interviewwith AMERICAN FREE PRESS.
AsAFP readers are no doubt aware, these are the same

Israelis who were working under the direction of Urban
Moving Systems, a Mossad front company at the center
of Israeli involvement in the Sept. 11 attacks.
Sgt. Scott DeCarlo has never spoken to themedia about

the details of that day except for two 30-second cameo ap-
pearances in Internet videos fromundetermined sources. In
fact, DeCarlo confirmed that this is the first, and last, in-
terview he will ever grant in regard to this subject.
DeCarlo revealed to AFP hidden details about the

events of 9-11 that mainstreammedia venues should have
uncovered 10 years ago, if not for their near-total black-
out of meaningful coverage where Israel is concerned.
Although not scheduled to work that day, DeCarlo re-

ported anyway and “was posted on the highway” to pre-
vent traffic from entering NewYork City.
“There was a BOLO, which is a ‘BeOn the LookOut’

for a particular van, perhaps loaded with explosives,” ex-
plained DeCarlo, “that may have been on its way to de-
stroy the GeorgeWashington Bridge.”
DeCarlo explained: “It [the suspicious van] happened

to come our way, and I grabbed my sergeant [DeCarlo
himself was a patrolman at that time] and said: ‘Hey, man,

that’s our van.’ It wasn’t the exact license plate given re-
ported—it was off by one numeral—but I said: ‘That’s
gotta be it; it’s just too close.’”
He continued: “The van was coming off the [N.J.]

Turnpike trying to get on Route 3. Traffic was rolling at
two miles an hour, so we got in front of the van on foot,
weapons drawn, and stopped it.”
All five of the Israeli spies refused to exit their vehi-

cle, so DeCarlo was forced to get physical.
“We asked them to get out of the van, but they didn’t

listen,” he said. “So, we . . . put them in handcuffs and
did it as quickly as possible.”
AFP asked DeCarlo why he thought the Israelis re-

fused to follow his orders. DeCarlo was unsure, but asked
this writer, “You ever have a gun pointed at your head?”
DeCarlo then described what happened after the spies

were dragged from their van. “When we removed them,
one of the guys that was rather chatty said: ‘We’re not
your enemy, we’re your friend. Our enemies are your en-
emies,’” DeCarlo said. “At that point they said they were
from Israel.They kept saying, ‘Hey, we’re on your side.’”
“We brought them over to the New Jersey State Police

holding cells in theMeadowlands Stadium, and that’s the
last I saw of them,” he said. Shortly after that, the FBI re-
portedly took over. The five Israelis were held for 10
weeks, but were eventually deported to Israel on charges
of immigration violations. Shortly after that, they ap-
peared on an Israeli TV talk show discussing how they
were in the U.S. “to document the event.”
Sgt. DeCarlo asked AFP to request interested parties

not to contact him. �

——
Get a 30-minute audio CD containing Dave’s interviewwith Sgt. DeCarlo en-

titled 9-11 Cop Speaks Out—for just $15 plus $3 S&H from AFP 645 Pennsyl-
vaniaAvenue SE, #100,Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 to charge.

This article—formatted to fit on a regular sheet of paper—is fromAMERICAN
FREE PRESS newspaper, issue #40, 2011. A 16-week trial subscription is $17.76.
One year—52 issues—is $59 or $5 per month deducted from your credit card au-
tomatically. Online editions just $15 per year.WriteAFP at 645 PennsylvaniaAv-
enue SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call AFP toll free at 1-888-699-6397
toll free and charge your subscription to a major credit card. SeeAFP’s website at
www.americanfreepress.net.
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Rev. Walter Fauntroy
and NATO atrocities
Former U.S. representative
for D.C., the Rev. Walter
Fauntroy, thought dead in
Libya, has emerged to tell a
tale of atrocities committed
by NATO and Libyan rebels.

See page 4

Texans want divorce
from old Uncle Sam
Members of the Texas Na-
tionalist Movement believe
it’s time for Texas to secede
from the U.S.A. Hear what
members of the group had
to say to AFP.

See page 6

9-11 CopBreaksSilence

“I hope by doing this interview, it will end all the re-
quests. This is the first and last interview I will ever do on
this subject,” said Sgt. Scott DeCarlo (pictured above).

Police herowhobusted ‘dancing Israelis’ talks to AFP



The UnitedAutoWorkers announced Sept.
21 that it had reached an agreement with Gen-
eralMotors to create 6,400 newAmerican jobs,
amounting to a $2.5 billion investment in the
United States and a return of production from
Mexico to the U.S., reports New-York-based
Bloomberg News. These new jobs are very
welcome news after many consecu-
tive months of bad news on the U.S.
employment front.

� � �

NUCLEAR DISASTER

The recent 5.8 earthquake in the
mid-Atlantic region has raised con-
cern about the safety of nuclear power
plants in the U.S. The nuclear fallout
from the earthquake-induced disaster
in Japan has experts re-evaluating
what would happen here under similar condi-
tions. They believe that a quarter of the nation’s
104 reactors may be unsafe and will need mod-
ifications.With natural disasters on the rise, the
possibility that a failed reactor could worsen the
calamity is real and frightening.

� � �

ANTI-WAR

Famed crooner Tony Bennett recently took
to the airwaves to blast the U.S. government for
starting wars around the world. During a radio
interview to promote a new album, Bennett
said he was drafted by the U.S. Army to serve
as an infantryman in World War II. “The Ger-
mans were frightened,” said Bennett. “Wewere
frightened. Nobody wanted to kill anybody
when we were on the line, but the weapons
were so strong that it overcame us and every-
body else. . . . The first time I saw a dead Ger-
man, that’s when I became a pacifist.”

� � �

HOW CORRUPT?

The Commission on Wartime Contracting
recently released a 240-page report revealing
that during the past 10 years “waste and fraud
have amounted to at least $31 billion, and pos-
sibly as much as $60 billion, during the opera-
tions in Iraq and Afghanistan.” While the

commission is commendable for revealing the
corruption, one has to wonder if they are con-
cealing a much bigger plunder. The Pentagon
has publicly admitted that 25 percent of its
budget routinely cannot be accounted for. The
official budget is $700 billion per year, and
one-quarter of that is a whopping $175 billion.
And how about Rumsfeld’s now infamous ad-
mission on Sept. 10, 2001 that the Pentagon
could not account for $2.3 trillion? That
amount of dough makes even $60 billion look
like small potatoes to anyone with a sense of
perspective. What’s going on?

� � �

EXODUS TO THE U.S.

A recent study conducted by 100 journalism
students in four universities in theU.S. andMex-
ico revealed that since December 2006, when
Mexican President Felipe Calderon took office,

more than 125,000 middle- and upper-income
Mexicans have fled northern Mexico for states
that include Texas, California, Michigan and
Florida. The reason is the massive drug-related
violence that has claimed over 40,000 lives since
then. Many have expressed how nice it is in the
United States, where they can go out with little
fear of being robbed, shot or beheaded.

� � �

REST IN PEACE

Leroy Schweitzer (pic-
tured right), 73, died sud-
denly in Colorado’s federal
prison on Sept. 20.At press
time an autopsy was still
pending, although the offi-
cial cause of death released
by the Board of Prisons was
natural causes. Schweitzer
had been instrumental in
organizing the defiant Montana Freemen in
1995. The next year the group threatened well-
kept government secrets by exposing the crim-
inal antics of the Federal Reserve System,
before undergoing a federal attack and an 81-
day siege at the Clark Ranch outside of Jordan,
Mont. This resulted in the arrest of 22 men and
women. Schweitzer was serving the longest
sentence of all—20 years.Montana’s conserva-
tive Gov. Brian Schweitzer, who has gained na-
tional popularity for his stand to protect gun
ownership and state’s rights, is the son of one
of Schweitzer’s seven brothers.

� � �

CHUTZPAH

Israel Radio reported on April 17 that the
Ashkenazi chief rabbi of Israel,Yona Metzger,
told congregants in a Sabbath sermon inMarch
that if President Barack Obama seeks reelec-
tion, he must release Israeli mega-spy, traitor
Jonathan Pollard.

AFP Foresees 3rd Party

Over the past few months, veteran
AFP researcher and author
Michael Collins Piper has been

filing some of the most valuable articles
to emerge in some time. The underre-
ported subject Piper has focused on is the
possibility—the likelihood—of a Roth-
schild-backed “centrist” third party can-
didate in the 2012 presidential election.
With major media backing, the indi-

vidual selected to fill this role could
emerge victorious. But, what if their pur-
pose isn’t to actually win, but rather to
sway the outcome in a predetermined di-
rection?Making this situation even more
urgent is the fact that less than 10 swing
states will decide who occupies theWhite
House in 2012. Staunch partisanship in
the other 40 states guarantees they’ll vote
either Democratic or Republican.
In this regard, what if former Council

on Foreign Relations member and Utah
Gov. John Huntsman—currently running
under the GOP banner—decides to enter
the general election as an independent
under the tutelage of Lady Lynn Forester
de Rothschild who is quite vocal in her
opposition to Barack Obama? Even
though Huntsman is garnering little sup-
port during a slew of televised debates, if
he siphons off a few percentage points in
key swing states, it could be enough to tilt
the election results.
Obviously, nearly three years into his

term, Obama’s initial shine has been sub-
stantially tarnished, especially on the do-
mestic front. With the U.S. economy
reeling from high unemployment, home
foreclosures and sky-high debt, citizens
now realize that our president is unqual-
ified and out of his league.
Recently, Mitt Romney quipped that

for Obama to know how to create jobs, it
would be helpful if he actually had had a
job in the private sector. Acting as a
“community organizer” in Chicago, then
being fast-tracked directly into politics, is
hardly sufficient experience to become
the chief executive of the United States.
Worse, Obama’s most loyal support-

ers are wondering whether they had been
duped into believing in what now appears
to be nothing more than blatant false
hope.AFP’s center spread this week pro-
vides an especially insightful glance at
the disillusionment of today’s youth.
Could a Rothschild-financed third

party be the deciding factor in our up-
coming presidential election? Keep look-
ing to AFP for Mike’s updates and urge
others to spread the word about this
emerging “centrist” third party.

—VICTOR THORN
Assignment Editor
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PRACTICAL POLITICS

Amidst all of the tourists in downtown
Pigeon Forge, Tenn., a serious political
seminar for “leadership in practical poli-
tics” took place on Sept. 17. The event
was attended by such notables as Cana-

dian educator Paul Fromm, Dr.
Ed Fields, former Louisiana
state Rep. David Duke and radio
show host James Edwards.
Lawyer SamDickson ofAtlanta
(pictured left) was the keynote
speaker and gave an outstanding
presentation. The meeting was
conducted in a workshop-type
format with participation by the
75-plus invited activists and

supporters. Tactics were explained and
practiced on how to deal with and defeat
the liberal alien enemy by throwing their
epitaphs of being a racist right back at
them. It was an inspirational gathering for
many young people and camaraderie for
the old warhorses who are still fighting.
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By Keith Johnson

A
re elite scientists on the precipice of intro-
ducing a whole new generation of interroga-
tion and mind-control techniques whereby
individuals can be compelled to confess to

crimes they did not commit?
According to university researchers in Estonia, the

process involves placing a powerful magnet to either side
of the brain’s prefrontal cortex (PFC). The result is that
this can significantly influence whether a person decides
to lie or tell the truth in a given situation.
A study published in Behavioral Brain Research by

professors Inga Karton andTalis Bachmann documents a
recent experiment in which 16 test subjects were shown
different colored discs and given the option to either an-
swer truthfully or deceptively to questions about what
color they saw.Those who received transcranial magnetic
stimulation to the left side of the PFC were found to lie
more often, while those who received the identical stim-
ulation to the right side tended to answer more honestly.
As provocative as these findings are, they do not yet

establish a foolproof method for extracting the truth from
potentially reluctant witnesses or suspects. This initial
study only demonstrates that a disproportionate number
of test subjects either lied or told the truth depending on
which side was stimulated. Otherwise, the results sug-
gest that those intent on misleading their interrogators

could still be successful in doing so, while those more
susceptible to mind control may be persuaded to make
patently false statements that could potentially work
against their own best interests.
Past research suggests that stimulating the brain’s PFC

with magnetic fields may not be any more effective in
eliciting confessions than administering the proper
amounts of drugs or alcohol.
In 2008, a study funded by the Charleston Alcohol

Research Center used rodents to examine the effects of

alcohol on the PFC. They determined that certain con-
centrations of ethanol, usually associated with mild to
moderate intoxication, significantly disrupted the activ-
ity of an essential neuron receptor that regulates the PFC
and prevents it from functioning abnormally.
According to an article in Science Daily, “The pre-

frontal cortex is a part of the brain that helps us decide
whether we should take actions or not,” said John J.
Woodward, a neurosciences professor in the Center for
Drug and Alcohol Programs at the Medical University
of South Carolina. “When the PFC is damaged or its ac-
tivity is decreased, behavior can change dramatically, and
people can lose much of their inhibition and ability to
weigh the consequences of their actions.”
In light of these findings, it could be that the Eston-

ian researchers stumbled on a new way to simulate the
intoxicating effects that drugs and alcohol have on the
brain rather than finding a key that unlocks the door to
the mind’s internal defenses.
But that’s not to say that the U.S. government will not

find ways to exploit this new technology for its own ne-
farious purposes. In fact, using magnets—as opposed to
pharmaceuticals—for interrogation purposes may pro-
vide law enforcement with the loophole they need to
skirt legal and human rights concerns. �

——
Keith Johnson is an independent journalist and the editor of “Revolt of the Plebs,”

an alternative news website that can be found at RevoltofthePlebs.com.
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By Bill White

F
ormer Rep. Walter Fauntroy (D-
D.C.), who was trapped inside
Libya for weeks while rebel forces
—with the help of European troops

—invaded the country’s capital in late Au-
gust, has accused NATO soldiers and the
rebels NATO supports of war crimes and
atrocities against Libyan civilians.
Fauntroy, a former member of the House

of Representatives, traveled to Libya on his
own initiative to witness the NATO-insti-
gated uprising of militants against the government of
Muammar Qaddafi. He was there to broker a peace
agreement betweenwarring factions, but he wentmissing
almost a month ago and had been thought killed.
Now Fauntroy has emerged and is claiming he saw

French and Danish soldiers committing and directing
atrocities by rebels, including mass rapes and the
beheading of civilians.
These reports substantiate claims that rebels were

engaging in ethnic cleansing and systematically killing
anyone they associated with Qaddafi.

Fauntroy’s claims are the first reports of
soldiers partaking in war crimes. If true,
they would be part of a pattern of acts
committed by NATO soldiers during
African interventions that have included the
roasting of Somali prisoners over a fire by
Canadian soldiers, not to mention other acts
of brutality.
NATO encouraged a group of militants

in the eastern Libyan hills to revolt against
Qaddafi’s government, which is hated by
Western powers because of Qadaffi’s anti-
Zionist stance. NATO has—with the assis-

tance of Barack Obama—provided weapons and air
strikes against the Qaddafi government, and recently
organized an amphibious assault on the capital ofTripoli,
which met with mixed success.
Despite these efforts, the people of Libya have

remained largely loyal to Qaddafi, and NATO forces
have been unable to consolidate control in any of the
major cities outside of their tribal zone. �
——

BillWhite is a freelance journalist and publisher based inVirginia. He has also writ-
ten articles for THE BARNES REVIEW (TBR) magazine. For a sample copy of TBR, send
$4 to TBR, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003.

Germany Works
to Erase Memory
of Peacemaker
By the American Free Press Staff

I
n late July 2011, the body of Rudolf Hess, the
deputy fuehrer to Adolf Hitler who was mur-
dered in prison in 1987, was unceremoniously
disinterred from its resting place inWunsiedel,

a small town in Bavaria.At the behest of Hans-Jürgen
Buchta, dean of the Lutheran church there, Hess’s
body was dug up in the dark of early morning and
cremated, and the ashes were taken to a secret loca-
tion for later dispersal over the ocean.The gravestone
was also removed and destroyed.
Hess is renowned for his daring efforts in 1941 to

bring an end toWorldWar II through what he called
his “flight for peace” by airplane to the United King-
dom. This act of pacifism was repaid by the Allies
with life imprisonment and an additional four years
of unnecessary, worldwide bloodshed.
Hess’s death was officially termed a “suicide by

hanging”—an act physically impossible for the 93-
year-old man. His Tunisian caretaker, nurse Abdal-
lahMelaouhi, testified that his patient was murdered
on Aug. 17, 1987, and that he even looked the mur-
derers in the eye.The coroner, Prof.Wolfgang Spann,
stated that the marks of strangulation on the neck in-
dicated death ensued at the hands of another person.*
After the murder, Hess’s remains were buried at

the Lutheran Church of St. Veit in Wunsiedel. The
grave was soon a place of pilgrimage and annual
demonstrations by his admirers. Christian Bärthel, a
Lutheran evangelist from Thuringia, was told by a
resident that theWunsiedelers were not disturbed by
those commemorating Hess. Rather, it was the coun-
terdemonstrators who upset the locals by acting de-
structively, like “wild animals.”
When the disinterment was announced, Bärthel

declared that he would hold a religious memorial
service onAug. 13, but the city forbade it. On the day
appointed, Bärthel arrived. After police detainment
for an hour, he attempted to set up a table and dis-
tribute Christian literature. He was surrounded by
uniformed police and was given written notice that
the city ofWunsiedel had banned him from the area.
Bärthel and many passers-by protested, to no avail.
After about 30 minutes, the preacher was obliged to
leave, being threatened with force by the authorities.
The authorities’ outrage was not enough. Bärthel re-
turned later, in order to meditate alone in the ceme-
tery, and was pursued by four policemen acting for
Buchta, who prohibited Bärthel from carrying out
even this peaceful activity. �
——

* THE BARNES REVIEW history magazine featured a revealing interview
with Rudolf Hess’s medical aide,Abdallah Melaouhi, in its July/August 2010
issue.You can get a copy of this issue for $8 fromTBR, P.O. Box 15877,Wash-
ington, D.C. 20003.No charge for S&H inside the U.S.Outside the U.S. add $13
S&H. Call 1-877-773-9077 toll free to charge to Visa, MasterCard,American
Express or Discover. See also www.barnesreview.com.

Former D.C. Politician Witnessed
NATO/Rebel Atrocities in Libya

By Pat Shannan

A
series of upcoming speaking engagements by
accused war criminals George W. Bush and
Dick Cheney is generating waves of protest
in Canada. Bush, who canceled a Sept. 20 en-

gagement at Tyndale College in Toronto due to similar
pressure, has been invited to speak on Oct. 20 at a gath-
ering in Surrey, British Columbia hosted by Mayor
DianeWatts.
But Lawyers Against the War (LAW) founder Gail

Davidson says the Canadian government must either bar
Bush at the border, because of his alleged involvement in
torture and crimes against humanity, or order his arrest
when he enters Canada to ensure he is prosecuted and
prevent him from returning to his safe haven in the
United States.
In a seven-page letter to Canada’s Prime Minister

Stephen Harper and the Canadian Ministers of Justice,
Ms. Davidson cites evidence of complicity in torture
from numerous international reports and authorities, in-
cluding Bush himself.
According to Ms. Davidson, “In his 2010 memoirs,

Bush admitted to authorizing the use of interrogation
techniques that constitute torture, such as waterboard-

ing.” This puts the whole national government on legal
notice that under the Immigration and Refugee Protec-
tionAct, Canada has a legal duty to deny safe haven from
prosecution to anyone suspected of torture, committed
anywhere against any person(s).
Furthermore, Canada has a legal obligation to ensure

a suspect is prosecuted, if not in Canada, in a jurisdiction
willing and able to do so. This requires the arrest and de-
tention of the suspect to prevent his escaping to a juris-
diction willing to provide safe haven from prosecution.
“Because the U.S. attorney general has declared and

demonstrated a refusal to prosecute Bush for torture,”
Ms. Davidson said. “Canada’s initial duty would be first
to prevent him returning to safe haven in the U.S. and
then to ensure his prosecution, either here or elsewhere.”
Bush canceled a speech in Switzerland in February,

and another speech last November when London’s
Mayor Boris Johnson stated that, as an accused war
criminal, he should not come to England or any other
European nation. Johnson warned, “You may never see
Texas again.” �
——

Pat Shannan is a contributing editor of American Free Press. He is also the author
of several videos and books includingOne in aMillion:An IRSTravesty, I RodeWithTup-
per and Everything They Ever Told MeWas a Lie. All are available from FIRST AMEND-
MENT BOOKS . Call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to charge.

War Criminals Bush and Cheney
Should Avoid Traveling Abroad

REV. WALTER FAUNTROY
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By Mark Anderson

S
ANANTONIO—Texas Nationalist Movement
(TNM) members say that while the legal
processes of nullification and constitutional
restoration have been carefully considered for re-

dressing their grievances about widespread federal power
abuses, they believe that secession from the ailing union—
toward a newTexas nation—is the key to restoring Texan
freedom.
In this first-ever coverage of aTNMgathering on Sept.

10, AMERICAN FREE PRESS learned that they seek signifi-
cant headway towardTexas nationhood via education and
dedicated activism.
Secession—which has been batted around in varying

degrees over the years in states as diverse as Vermont,
Alaska, Hawaii and others—is being explored along a dif-
ferent trajectory in a California proposal [seeAFPNo. 37,
Sept. 12, 2011] for 13 or more counties to form a 51st
state, to be called South California, but which will remain
within the United States.
However, the TNM, citing their state’s almost au-

tonomous electrical grid, and unique history and culture,
feels Texas is an ideal candidate for outright nationhood.
Notably, another group—called the Republic of

Texas—claims that since Texas was its own nation after
the Mexican War, the United States did not have the au-
thority to annex it into the union. TNM member Dave
Mundy disagrees, saying that the people of Texas voted
for annexation into the U.S. Moreover, while Article 1 of
the Texas constitution does establish that “the people are
sovereign,” and that they have the right to alter or abolish
their state government, neither theTexas nor the U.S. con-
stitutions directly address secession from the union.
TheTexas Constitution’sArticle 1, section 1, asMundy

noted, says the state’s independence is subject to the U.S.
Constitution:
“Texas is a free and independent state, subject only to

the Constitution of the United States, and themaintenance
of our free institutions and the perpetuity of the union de-
pend upon the preservation of the right of local self-gov-
ernment, unimpaired to all the states.”
Section 2 ofArticle 1 says, in part:
“All political power is inherent in the people, and all

free governments are founded on their authority. . . . The
faith of the people of Texas stands pledged to the preser-
vation of a republican form of government, and, subject to
this limitation only, they have at all times the inalienable
right to alter, reform or abolish their [state] government
in such manner as they may think expedient.”
TNMmembers toldAFP they are mindful of the need

to clean up their state government, while working toward
independence. A major question they ponder is whether
the central government would use force to prevent Texas
secession.
The TNM met at the Crockett Hotel, directly behind

the Alamo, during the 175th anniversary of the decisive
battle there that birthed the independent nation of Texas
that lasted nine years, until 1845. TNM speakers said the
federal union that Texas eventually joined has become an
intolerable tyrant.
“It’s clean . . . it’s peaceful . . . it’s passionate as hell,”

TNM meeting moderator CaryWise, a former police of-
ficer, declared about the TNM. He said local and state
government officials need to be aware of the TNM’s out-
look and should be encouraged to cooperate, he said.
It’s the agents of federal domination and their central-

banking supervisors (having trampled states’ rights estab-
lished in the 10th Amendment to the Constitution) who
are the real revolutionaries—the ones who actually di-

vorced the original constitutional order and seceded from
the pursuit of liberty for all. “We are the counterrevolu-
tionaries,” Wise stated. “We counter the revolutionaries
who see the [federal] state as the supreme being.”
TNM speaker Robert Smith noted that concerned

Texas citizens—and those from other states who want to
help—need to consider what kind of future awaits them
under the current United States union, with its endless
wars, mountainous debt, record joblessness and other ex-
treme ills. “Let’s get Texas independent and show the rest
of the nation what liberty is—what limited government
is,” Smith said.
Restoration, Smith argued, involves the laborious task

of rebuilding and reviving damaged freedoms.And nulli-
fication, he continued, also would be tedious, since count-
less disagreeable federal laws, executive orders and court
rulings would have to be challenged. “We could not even
get it done with the TSA bill,” he remarked, pointing out
that the recentTexas bill to forbidTransportation Security
Administration personnel from groping airline passengers
boarding flights in Texas was knocked down by the U.S.
Department of Justice—and Texas regrettably backed
down.
Interestingly, a former Soviet citizen, Sergei Smet, at-

tended the gathering, saying that when he first heard Pres-
ident Barack Obama speak, he felt like he was back in the
old Soviet Union. Now a Texas resident and TNM mem-
ber, he said, “He [Obama] was chosen carefully for this
office—like Bush, like Clinton, like everybody else.” As
he sees it, martial law is just around the corner, and social
unrest will be exploited to justify a crackdown on the pop-
ulace. So it’s time to act, he said. �
——

MarkAnderson is a longtime newsman now working as the roving editor for AFP.
Listen toMark’s radio show at republicbroadcasting.org, weekdays at 8 p.m. central. Email
him at at truthhound2@yahoo.com.

Secession aViable Option for Texas

“Let’s get
Texas inde-
pendent and
show the rest
of the nation
what liberty

is—what
limited gov-
ernment is.”

—Robert
Smith
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By Richard Walker

I
n November 2011, a massive free trade agree-
ment—the Trans-Pacific Partnership Free Trade
Agreement, known as NAFTA of the Asia-Pacific
region—will put another nail in the coffin ofAmer-

ica’s economy and workforce. The striking thing about
this agreement, which will be signed with eightAsia and
Pacific nations, is that it has elicited no outrage from
Congress, even as the U.S. economy is in free-fall mode.
It is not as if Congress, or for that matter President

Barack Obama, is ignorant of the price paid byAmerican
workers since NAFTA was put in place by George H.W.
Bush in 1992 and ratified a year later by Bill Clinton
with the backing of an equal number of Republicans and
Democrats in Congress.
NAFTA, which stands for NorthAmerican FreeTrade

Agreement, bonded the United States, Canada andMex-
ico in an economic pact which everyone was told would
lead to cheaper goods and more jobs.
This lie has been repeated with every subsequent free

trade deal. The reality is, however, those deals have
stripped American manufacturing to its bare bones, hit-
ting the middle class particularly hard. The agreement,
which came into force in 1994, was promoted through the
World Trade Organization and resulted in the loss of al-
most 1 millionAmerican manufacturing jobs to Mexico.

WhatAmericans came to find out was that free trade
agreements actually allowAmerican corporations to ship
jobs to countries that pay workers a pittance and produce
cheap goods that flood back into the United States. They
pit skilled American workers against those in countries
with the lowest possible wages. It is an unfair match, and
American workers lose every time, while corporate pi-
rates profit big time.
China is a case in point. Since it joined the World

Trade Organization, several millionAmerican jobs have
been lost, and the U.S. trade deficit with China has rock-
eted into hundreds of billions. With this money, China

has bought American land and assets.
A striking irony of Obama’s so-called economic strat-

egy is that, while he has been talking about a jobs bill, he
has also been finalizing plans to sign this latest Pacific
NAFTA with countries that include Vietnam, Australia,
Malaysia and Singapore. One of its aims is to bring trade
tariffs down to zero percent in three years. On his bus
trips across America, Obama refused to recognize that
free trade has devastated U.S. manufacturing. Now only
9 percent of American jobs are in manufacturing.
Can Obama really be unaware that many of the coun-

tries we signed agreements with have been secretly sub-
sidizing their industries? Does he not know that when he
bought his last iPad, it was manufactured in China,
whereApple employs 10 times more people than it does
in the United States?
The love affair Congress and big corporations have

with shipping jobs overseas resulted in more than just
the massive loss of manufacturing jobs. High technol-
ogy and engineering companies are also moving abroad.
So, when free trade proponents like Obama and

House Speaker Rep. John Boehner (R-Ohio) tell us we,
as consumers, get cheap products through NAFTA-type
deals, they deliberately fail to mention how those same
deals are destroying job opportunities for present and fu-
ture American generations.
If the free trade jobs exodus is not stopped, there will

be no source of knowledge in the U.S. industrial sector,
and no way for U.S. workers to earn a living wage in the
future. �

U.S. Leaders Preparing to Sign
Another Free Trade Agreement

CONGRESS

By Frank Whalen

R
ep. Darrell Issa, (R-Calif.), chairman of the
House Oversight Committee, has announced
he will launch hearings into the government
loans program that benefited an emerging

“green” company and some of President Barack
Obama’s cronies. The deal with Solyndra, a solar cell
manufacturer, has cost taxpayers up to half a billion dol-
lars, according to Rep. Mike Pompeo (R-Kan.).
According to observers, the administration was driven

mad by its “green” obsessions.With Solyndra now filing
bankruptcy, the company has gone from the poster child
of Obama’s green future to a cautionary tale about crony-
ism, political influence and taxpayer exploitation. [See
AFP issue #31, Aug. 1, 2011, page 13 for more.—Ed.]
As part of its stimulus plan to create jobs, the Obama

administration sought to win support from its Demo-
cratic base by showcasing its commitment to environ-
mentally friendly technologies. Choosing Solyndra to be
that success story, the Department of Energy approved a
$535 million loan for the company in 2009.
The Republican handout,Human Events, reported that

the loan approval process was fast-tracked, citing an email
to Vice President Joe Biden from the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget (OMB) that stated White House offi-
cials had “a situation of having to do rushed approvals on
a couple of occasions.Wewould prefer to have sufficient
time to do our due-diligence reviews and have the ap-
proval set the date for the announcement rather than the
other way around.”
Rep. Cliff Stearns (R-Fla.) said, “The White House

had scheduled Vice President Biden’s and Secretary

Chu’s appearances at a Solyndra groundbreaking event
prior to the Department of Energy even making its final
presentation to OMB on the terms of the Solyndra deal.”

Business Insider stated that auditors Pricewater-
houseCoopers revealed that the company’s finances
“raise substantial doubt about its ability to continue. . . .
Two months later the company was [still] awarded the
loan under a green jobs program.”
Members of the Obama administration were fully

aware of Solyndra’s impending failure, evidenced by a
March 10, 2009, OMB email characterizing the loan as
“not ready for prime time.”Then, after Solyndra declared
bankruptcy, a new restructured deal guaranteed that
friends of the administration would benefit.
Reporter Michael Grunwald wrote on Sept. 3, “Tax-

payers probably won’t even be the first creditors to get
paid after Solyndra files for bankruptcy next week. The
first $75 million will go to two Solyndra investors who
poured in extra cash when the company nearly went bust
in January.”
One of those investors is George Kaiser, who was a

well-known fundraiser for Obama’s 2008 campaign.
Kaiser also is Solyndra’s largest shareholder. �
——

FrankWhalen has been a radio talk show host for the past 17 years, and worked as
a consultant forMaximmagazine. See more at www.frankwhalenlive.com.

Issa Says HeWill Investigate Obama’s ‘Green’ Deal

BARACK OBAMA JOHN BOEHNER

Political rivals agree on free trade.

DARRELL ISSA MIKE POMPEO

Troubled by Obamaʼs Solyndra deal.
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You Can Help Stop
Free Trade Treaties
By James P. Tucker Jr.

P
resident Barack Obama and the Republican-led
Congress plan to sneak sovereignty-surrender-
ing trade treaties past theAmerican people, and
the Bilderberg-controlled newspapers and

broadcasters will again try to keepAmericans ignorant of
the scheme.
The problem is, if ignorance and complacency pre-

vail, America will become a mere geographical refer-
ence when theWestern Hemisphere becomes a “union”
patterned after the European Union.
It is critical that each of us talk to our friends and

neighbors and make them aware of this crisis. Give
copies of AFP or machine copies of this report to every
patriot you can reach. We have to win this battle every
year for our sovereignty to survive; Bilderberg has to
only win once.
As a candidate, Obama acted critical of these trade

deals. As president, he followed Bilderberg’s orders and
did an about-face on the issue.
As a compromise, Obama and Democrats in general

want to pass theTradeAdjustmentAssistanceAct (TAA)
to provide aid and retraining to workers who lose their
jobs because the trade laws sent them overseas.
House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio.) caved in and

said he will bring up a vote on TAA and the trade deals.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) had also
opposed the trade deals because they would ship jobs
from his state overseas. But he caved in and agreed with
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) to
hold a vote anyway.
Two trade deals are with Panama and Colombia; a

third is with South Korea. The deals with Panama and
Colombia would be a giant step toward an “American
Union.”With these two Latin nations in the fold, the next
step in the plan is a deal with Mexico, to eliminate the
border, and with Canada, to finally create a “North
American Union.”This would then be expanded to force
the entire Western Hemisphere into an “American
Union,” with a common currency, possibly to be called
the “amero.”
When the Mexico deal comes up, it will include es-

tablishing a transcontinental highway running fromMex-
ico through Texas and potentially through Canada. �
——

Since 1975AFP editor emeritus James P.Tucker Jr. has won widespread recogni-
tion for his reports on the intrigues of global power blocs such as the Bilderberg Group.
Tucker is the author of Bilderberg Diary. Containing 272 pages, loaded with photos, the
book recounts Tucker’s experiences over the last quarter century at Bilderberg meetings.
$25 fromAFP plus $3 S&H inside U.S

Tax-Freedom.com
NEED HELP?

IRSzoom.com
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By Victor Thorn

B
eginning on Sept. 17, three organiza-
tions—Adbusters, Occupy Wall Street
and U.S. Days of Rage—unleashed a
campaign to radically disrupt, for two
straight months, the heart of America’s
financial sector, in New York City.

Events are also planned in 10 other cities, including
Washington, D.C.
One of these groups, Adbusters (aka Culture Jam-

mers), envisions a scene reminiscent of the recent Lon-
don riots that devastated England’s commercial district.
OnAug. 10,Adbusters proclaimed, “Revolution is not a
dinner party, nor an essay, nor a painting, nor a piece of
embroidery; it cannot be advanced softly, gradually, care-
fully, considerately, respectfully, politely, plainly and
modestly. A revolution is an insurrection.”
When it comes to an honest appraisal of the Occupy

Wall Street protests, radio talk show host Dave Orts of
Push Back Now couldn’t have beenmore forthright about
the participants. On Sept. 13 he told this writer: “What
most gets under their skin is that other people have more
money than they do. Money is a great addiction, and
today’s youth have a desire to ascend up the financial lad-
der. They know the money is already there, but it’s being
held and not released by those onWall Street.”
Orts provided a fitting example. “When a 22-year-old

college kid paying taxes on a summer job sees Jeffrey
Immelt working on President Obama’s Economic Re-
coveryAdvisory Board while his companyGeneral Elec-
tric didn’t pay a cent in income taxes last year, they know
something’s wrong.”
Although manyAmericans don’t agree with the Days

of Rage tactics, Orts gives them credit for being mobi-
lized. “In order for us to remove a rock from our shoe, we
have to take action. The rock doesn’t go away on its
own.” However, he finds a certain amount of amusement
in their naïve aspirations. “If anyone thinks they’re going
to peacefully assemble and take downWall Street,” Orts
laughed, “on 9-11 both towers came crashing to the
ground, but Wall Street still only remained closed for a
few days.”
The end result may also be a bit misguided. Orts

noted: “The Days of Rage icon used on their posters is a
communist model. The name Days of Rage connotes a
group of people that are deeply disturbed by a societal
evolution that is not fitting to what they want. Yet they
view President Obama’s political appointees and union
leaders feeding off the top tier of government, and they
feel betrayed.The promised redistribution of wealth isn’t
coming their way, so in essence they’re saying, ‘If you
keep screwing around, you won’t be around any longer.’”

WHAT THEY WANT

For their part, U.S. Days of Rage organizer Alexa
O’Brien and her cohorts have made five demands:
1) Money should be removed from “buying politi-

cians” who feed theWall Street beast.
2)The resources of our nation shall no longer be used

to coddle and benefit banksters and their minions.
3) The U.S. government should diligently rein in the

parasitic destruction wreaked byWall Street.
4) Our nation should no longer be held hostage by

“too big to fail” banks.
5) Solutions should be found that stop the Federal Re-

serve from stealing our future.
O’Brien summarized their goals. “We have no choice

but to focus on the sources of money. Both the Demo-
cratic and Republican parties set the bankster agenda be-
cause of the money.”

BRINGING THE YOUTH

When asked to describe why leftist youths were so
frustrated that they’d try to occupyWall Street, EricVerlo
of Not My Tribe told this writer on Sept. 12: “Barack
Obama promised hope and change, but it never hap-
pened. Now we’re taking real change to the streets to
show him how it’s done.”
He continued: “Our eyes have been opened to the fact

that presidents don’t have as much power as we thought
they did. But compared to George Bush, Obama seems
powerless.”
When asked about the possibility of violence during

their Days of Rage event, Verlo stated matter-of-factly,
“It’s hard to get people motivated if you say, ‘Hey, come
out and get beat up or slaughtered.’But when it comes to
defending ourselves, if you want to swing back, that’s
everyone’s free choice.”
As to the locale of these demonstrations, Verlo put

their views into perspective: “The youth organizers are
very anti-capitalist, and Obama isn’t delivering. Wall
Street is where money changes hands, and they should-
n’t be so influential. They’re the real power center.
They’re in charge, and we intend to camp out until some-
body responds to us.”

PUPPETS

According to Greg Eddolls of the Strong Watchman
website, Days of Rage organizers are parroting the
Mideast’s “Arab spring” uprisings, with one exception.
He told this writer on Sept. 13, “Participants from the

Wall Street Invaded
Hundreds of young people descended on Wall Street on Sept. 17 in an attempt to shut down the global speculators and international bankers, who have robbed the most
productive sectors of the United States of their wealth. Pictured on the left: New York City police came out in force, to protect Wall Street along with its most famous symbol, the
Wall Streetʼs charging bull. Pictured right: Demonstrators march along Wall Street.



younger generation want something, but it’s based on ig-
norance because they don’t even knowwhat larger forces
they’re dealing with.”
Specifically, Eddolls explained: “Mantras like ‘Gov-

ernment for the People’ sound like a noble cause until
they start talking about redistribution of wealth. Those
with a socialist mindset don’t know what comes with it.
In anOrwellian scenario, the government provides every-
thing, and in exchange they also control everything.”
Associated with this phenomenon, Eddolls sees rad-

ical transformations taking place in our nation: “Start-
ing a business or going out and making a living are no
longer the dominant theme in America. A new genera-
tion that still believes in individualism and hard work is
fading, and instead they’re more accepting of a collec-
tivist message that’s hidden within global government.”
The planners behind this Days of Rage event are ex-

ploiting this sentiment. Eddolls elaborated: “To destabi-
lize our current government, major civil unrest is needed.
A stated aim of the anti-capitalists is to prevent the rich
from being rich. So, they want to create panic on Wall
Street, resulting in, they hope, massive bank runs. Peo-
ple will then remove all their cash, with the financial
strain creating a great deal of turmoil.”
WhenAFP inquired as to whether this scenario is part

of a plot to weaken our country, Eddolls answered, “The
NewWorld Order is now a conspiracy fact, not a theory,
that’s been proven right over the past 15 years.”

OBAMA’S RADICALS

It should be noted that two of the figures who are
helping organize the U.S. Days of Rage are SEIU union
leader Stephen Lerner and ACORN founder Wade
Rathke. Both have direct ties to Barack Obama.
This connection to the president has deeper roots in a

group known as the October 2011 Movement that con-
tains a host of former Students for a Democratic Society
members among its ranks. On Oct. 6, a “Seize DC hap-

pening” is planned where many of the above-mentioned
groups intend to bring about a U.S. version of the Tahrir
Square uprising in Egypt.
Of note, theWeather Underground, a violent band of

1960-1970s anarchists, formed as a splinter group from
the SDS. The Weathermen were co-founded by none
other than Bill Ayers. Not only did Obama launch his
1995 state senatorial career via a luncheon at BillAyers’s
Hyde Park home, it’s commonly accepted in many circles
that Ayers ghostwrote Obama’s “autobiography.”
OnAug. 18, investigative reporter Danette Clark de-

scribed a previous version of this year’s Sept. 17 event or-
ganized by the Weather Underground in Chicago: “The
[Oct. 8] 1969 Days of Rage consisted of violent demon-
strations and blowing things up. A commemorative
statue of a murdered police officer in Haymarket Square
was destroyed by a dynamite bomb. The blast scattered
pieces of the statue onto the Kennedy Expressway and
shattered nearly 100 windows. Weathermen and fellow
demonstrators donning motorcycle and football helmets
charged and attacked police officers [while] smashing
windows in automobiles, buildings and homes.”
Lerner, who serves on SEIU’s International Executive

Board, was President Obama’s guest at theWhite House
on four separate occasions. He is also orchestrating, be-
hind the scenes, the Sept. 17 OccupyWall Street rally.
Lerner’s stated goals are to destroy JPMorgan Chase,

collapse the stock market and destabilize the American
power structure by rebuilding a newmovement. OnMarch
23, Lerner told the Washington Times: “How do we bring
down the stock market? How do we bring down their
bonuses?Howdowe interferewith their ability to be rich?”
One of Lerner’s fellow organizers, Wade Rathke,

founded the disgraced community advocacy group
ACORN, while also acting as union president of the New
Orleans branch of SEIU. Rathke referred to their coor-
dinated Days of Rage efforts as an “anti-banking jihad.”
As a past SDS member affiliated with Ayers, Rathke

voiced his disgust with what he called “rats” who noti-
fied FBI agents about a left-wing plot to bomb the 2008
Republican National Convention in NewOrleans. Coin-
cidentally, Barack Obama began his career as the chief
national trainer for Rathke’s ACORN.
But the most unapologetically extreme member of

Obama’s reactionary force is Ayers, who described to
Chicago magazine in Aug. 2001 the goal of 1969’s
Weather UndergroundDays of Rage: “Kill all the rich peo-
ple. Break up their cars and apartments. Bring the revolu-
tion home. Kill your parents. That’s where it’s really at.”
Later, he wrote joyfully of the widespread destruc-

tion: “The streets became sparkling and treacherous with
the jagged remains of our rampage.”
Ayers’s literary flair is obvious, as his talents were

later used to pen Obama’s autobiography Dreams From
My Father. Although mainstream media lapdogs have
largely ignored their ties, Obama lives in the same elite
Chicago neighborhood asAyers and served with him on
the Woods Fund. Obama later appointed Ayers head of
the prestigious Annenberg Challenge.

14 CITIES MOST PRIMED FOR RIOTS

OnAug. 11, ChazValenza ofOp-Ed News compiled
a list of cities that, he felt, were powder kegs ready to
erupt (as chronicled earlier this year inAFP, Detroit tops
the list, suffering from 40 percent unemployment, a
mere $14,000 average yearly income, 36 percent
poverty and a 37 percent dropout rate, not to mention
the nation’s third-highest crime rate): 1) Detroit; 2)
Miami Beach; 3) Cleveland; 4) Memphis; 5) New Or-
leans; 6) Buffalo; 7) Milwaukee; 8) St. Louis; 9) Balti-
more; 10)Atlanta; 11) Cincinnati; 12) Long Beach; 13)
Newark; 14) Philadelphia. �
——

Victor Thorn is a researcher, journalist and the author of many books on 9-11 and
the New World Order. These include 9-11 Evil: The Israeli Role in 9-11 and Phantom
Flight 93 and Other Sept. 11 Mysteries Explored. He was the co-founder of the WING
TV Network
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DAY OF RAGE
9.17.2011
WALL STREET
OCCUPIED
TERRITORY

By Jeffrey Smith

N
EWYORK,NewYork—Inwhatmay be a new
type of protest, a large group of demonstrators
descended last week onWall Street to protest
the New York financial sector, international

bankers and the Federal Reserve’s influences on the U.S.
economy and on national political life. The protest which
sharply departed from traditional political and social
movements of the past, is without a central leadership and
apparently assembled after an on-line call following an ar-
ticle in a media magazine.
The “Occupy Wall Street’ rally, the largest demon-

stration on the economy in years, brought together a wide
range of activists to a park just south of the originalWTC
9-11 site. Traditional peace and left-leaning groups
found themselves joined by economic conservative ele-
ments and a diverse sample of views from across the po-
litical spectrum. While originally focused on the U.S.
financial condition, the demonstration almost immedi-
ately refocused on the activities of international banks,

non-governmental organizations and the Federal Re-
serve. Old left protesters found themselves next to Ron
Paul supporters and constitutionalists strongly question-
ing the activities of the largest banks and their influence
onWashington.
Michelle Moore spoke on corporate corruption. The

Aaron Burr Society Progressive Libertarians distributed
literature for nationalizing the Fed and pointed to major
banks usurping the nation’s wealth.Well-known attorney
Carl Person, who created waves in 2007 attempting to
reopen the 9-11 investigation via the NewYork state bal-
lot, spoke about a program to create jobs by making the
first three employees hired by any employer free of reg-
ulation, operating as private contractors.
In a surprise move, controversial comedian Rose-

anne Barr shouted into a microphone for all activists to
move away from left-right political labels and con-
straints. She admonished those listening to “crack the
mind control program,” a reference to the left-right po-
litical system, and “not cling blindly to a single un-
yielding ideology.” �

Largest Protests in Years
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By Jim Traficant

Y
ogiBerra once said: “Here we go, it’s déjà vu,
all over again.”And so it is. Politicians on both
sides of the aisle are now saying entitlements
are on the table. This is political buzz for

Social Security cuts. I don’t know about you, but I’m sick
and tired of politicians calling Social Security an
entitlement. That was my money, paid into it with every
paycheck. A real entitlement should be paid for by the
government, not paid for by the beneficiaries. I’m not sure
if my definition jibes withWebster’s, but I don’t care.
The trouble with Social Security is that 95 percent of

the people waiting for assistance in Social Security of-
fices never paid a dime into the system. If you don’t
believe my statement, visit your local Social Security
office and see for yourself.You’ll soon see that Congress
has taken care of everybody at the expense of workers
who actually invested their hard-earned money into the

Social Security program.Trust me, I’m not talking about
those kids who grew up getting Social Security because
one or both of their parents died, or workers whowere se-
riously disabled on the job and could no longer get a de-
cent job. Those are just the kinds of people who are
entitled to a little help.
I am talking about healthy people who have never

paid a dime into the system. The money for them comes
directly from—you guessed it—the fund someone
poured their earnings into over the years.
Yes, Social Security is an entitlement for them. But

don’t call it an entitlement for the older folks inAmerica
who built that trust fund.
In general these days, Social Security is a scam. Ac-

cording to the Ludwig vonMises institute: “Social Secu-
rity is a ‘pay-as-you-go’ system. This means that when
you work, the government takes your money and gives it
to Social Security recipients [whosemoney Congress has
already spent.—JT]. In order to get workers to accept this
system, the government promises to take other people’s
money and give it to you when you retire. Think of it as
an exponentially larger version of BernieMadoff’s Ponzi
scheme.”
I think old Ludwig has it right.
And now for my prediction: America will get a

second stimulus. That’s Obama’s solution to everything.
There is no doubt about it. Our government, frankly,
doesn’t know what to do about our inexorable demise.
So, they throwmore money at the problem. Our govern-
ment throws money around like fruit flies on molasses.
They don’t even know where it’s going or how much is
being stolen, literally.
But the problem isn’t debt.The problem is our system.

Our present financial system cannot bringAmerica back.
It is too late. It needs to be replaced. It’s stimulus time,
folks, you can bet on it. Get back at me. �
——

JamesA. (Jim)Traficant, Jr. was born inYoungstown, Ohio onMay 8, 1941. He
received BS and MS degrees from the University of Pittsburgh. He also received an
MS fromYoungstown State University in 1976. From 1981-1985 he served as sher-
iff of Mahoning County, prior to his election to the U.S. Congress in 1984. He was
re-elected by overwhelming margins every year up until 2002 when, following his
conviction on trumped-up corruption charges, he was expelled from the House of
Representatives. Donations of support may be sent toMrs.TishTraficant, 429Main
Street, Poland, OH 44514.

Social Security: Who’s Entitled?

NATIONAL COIN
Your Source for Gold & Silver

Since 1958 • JEFF MUNGER

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-657-8942
612-861-3836 • FAX 952-820-0786
EMAIL: NATLCOIN@aol.com

P.O. Box 385502
BLOOMINGTON, MN 55438-5502

SILVER
and Gold for
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Best Prices and
Service Since 1958

3WAYS TO OWN SILVER
Exchange your paper dollars for real money!

WE RECOMMEND:

Morgan & Peace Silver Dollars
20- to 1,000-piece bags—VG-XF condition

U.S. 90% Silver Coins
$50 to $1,000 face bags—dimes, quarters, halves

U.S. Silver Eagles 1 oz. Pure Silver
20-piece rolls to 500-piece government boxes

IMMEDIATE PHYSICAL DELIVERY
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Jim Traficant
Talks Tough
in Cincinnati
By Peter Papaherakles

C
INCINNATI—Ex-congressman and cur-
rentAFP columnist JimTraficant spoke at
a conference in Cincinnati on Sept. 15—
an event organized by Jim Condit Jr., who

has been a political activist for decades.
Condit is best known for his work exposing vote

fraud. He also made a run for Congress in 2010.
Traficant’s speech coincided with the release of

America’s Last Minuteman—a book compiling Jim’s
speeches made during his 18-year tenure.
An energized crowd listened to Traficant’s pow-

erful talk as he boldly listed the problems facing our
country, then offered solutions to them. He talked
about revitalizing the economy by bringing back our
manufacturing base from overseas.Traficant also of-
fered remedies for illegal immigration and our mis-
guided foreign policy, in addition to highlighting the
urgency of ending the illegal wars bankrupting us.
Most importantly, Traficant talked about over-

hauling the financial system. Whereas other politi-
cians pay lip service to auditing the Fed, or even
abolishing it, Traficant described how to replace the
privately owned Fed with a constitutionally oriented
monetary system, abolishing the current socialist in-
come tax.
The reason that the United States, and the whole

world for that matter, is going bankrupt, Traficant
said, is not because we’ve mismanaged our finances.
It is because the money supply power has been taken
over by the privately owned Federal Reserve. This
makes us all slaves of the bankers. Unless our gov-
ernment reclaims its constitutional duty to issue debt-
free money, we can never get out of this mess.
“Money should be created,” said Traficant, “not

borrowed.” The Constitution has empowered Con-
gress to create interest-free money based on produc-
tion and the full faith and credit of the citizens of the
United States. �
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InterviewWith
Caroline Kennedy
Reveals Secrets
By Pat Shannan

O
n Sept. 13, national news correspondent
Diane Sawyer conducted a two-hour inter-
view with Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg,
the daughter of John F. Kennedy and Jackie

Kennedy. Industry rumor has it that Caroline Kennedy
(53) agreed to the release of interview recordings of her
mother as a trade-off for keeping the mini-series The
Kennedys, which tarnished the family legacy, from air-
ing on television.
In 1964, Jackie recorded seven historic interviews

withArthur Schlesinger, Jr. about her life with JFK that
reflected refreshing candor and delightfully entertain-
ing political incorrectness. Jackie died in 1994 and in-
tended for the tapes to remain locked in the Kennedy
library vault until 50 years after her death.

On one of the tapes, the first lady reveals herself as
a conspiracy theorist by saying only four months after
JFK’s murder that she believed her husband’s assassi-
nation was initiated byVice President Lyndon Johnson
and carried out by his Texas oil cronies. She also felt
that Lee Harvey Oswald was merely part of a much
larger conspiracy.
Jackie was even less fond of Martin Luther King and

abhorred his hypocritical pose as a “man of the cloth”
while at the same time being notorious for his woman-
izing. The widowed first lady had soured on King after
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover told Kennedy that King
tried to arrange a sex party while in town for the “march
on Washington.”
Conspicuously left out of the news presentation for

American viewing, but widely reported by the British
press, were the retaliatory sideline love affairs Jackie
carried on after becoming aware of JFK’s unfaithful-
ness, as well as her alleged four-year affair with
brother-in-law Bobby after the president was killed. �
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Historian David Irving and Author Texe
Marrs to Appear in Washington on Nov. 16

at Event Sponsored by AFP and TBR

DAVID IRVING: Recognized as the greatest living historian in the English lan-
guage, David Irving is scheduled to speak at an event sponsored by AMERICAN FREE
PRESS newspaper and THE BARNES REVIEW gathering at an unannounced venue in
Washington, D.C. on the evening of Wednesday, Nov. 16, 2011. Irving will be lec-
turing on various topics related to his World War II research. He is the author of
Hitler’sWar, Churchill’sWar, The Secret Diary of Hitler’s Doctor,Der Morgenthau
Plan,Nuremberg: The Final Battle, TheWar Between the Generals, TheMare’s Nest,
TheTrail of the Fox, TheVirus House,Hess:TheMissingYears, The Night the Dams
Burst andmanymore. Due to efforts to sabotageMr. Irving’s speaking engagements
in the past, the venue shall remain secret until one week before the event. Our staff
can you give you some advice on this matter, but you can expect a top-notch facil-
ity, staff and food. All attendees must be subscribers toAFP or TBR.
TEXEMARRS:Also appearing as a speaker will be prolific authorTexeMarrs,

who has a huge following across the world for his hard-hitting books and videos.
Marrs is the author of The Conspiracy of the Six-Pointed Star, Codex Magica,Dark
Majesty,Circle of Intrigue,Project LUCID,NewAgeCults and Religions and dozens
more.
The cost of the evening—which will include a sumptuous banquet meal—is $90

per person; just $160 per couple. Books and book signings will be available. If in-
terested, please call Julia at 202-544-5977 (M-Th, 9-5 p.m.). Limited seating avail-
able.You may purchase your tickets with a credit card when you call. TEXE MARRS

DAVID IRVING

One-Night Conference Sponsored by AFP

CAROLINE KENNEDY JACKIE KENNEDY

Some secrets kept; some secrets revealed.



By Frank Whalen

W
itha recent explosion at theMarcoule nu-
clear site in France, yet another potential
nuclear tragedy is unfolding that could
lead to the possibility of a cover-up.Much

like the ongoing disaster at Japan’s Fukushima nuclear
plant, French officials are making the same hollow as-
surances and hoping that bad publicity doesn’t derail fu-
ture expansion and profit.
Despite not knowing the cause of this explosion, offi-

cials quickly announced, “there was no risk of a radioac-
tive leak after the blast,” according to
BBC News. France, a country that re-
lies on nuclear power for 75 percent of
its electricity, has a vested interest in
keeping the public passive. Govern-
ment officials have lied ridiculously in
the past, especially concerning the
Chernobyl disaster.
Some 25 years after the Chernobyl

meltdown in 1986, the French public
is still demanding accountability after a government in-
vestigation concluded there was no solid proof of inten-
tional deception by officials at the time. The San
Francisco Chronicle reported this month: “Researchers
and cancer victims accuse the government of intention-
ally downplaying risks of a radioactive cloud that the ac-
cident in then-Soviet Ukraine spewed over much of
Europe, in part to protect France’s powerful nuclear in-
dustry.”
The nuclear industry is powerful enough globally that

cover-ups appear across national borders, even when
health risks are present.
Regarding the Fukushima incident, the UK’s

Guardian newspaper revealed: “British government of-

ficials approached nuclear companies to draw up a co-
ordinated public relations strategy to play down the
Fukushima nuclear accident just two days after the earth-
quake and tsunami in Japan and before the extent of the
radiation leak was known.” Email exchanges showed,
“Officials stressed the importance of preventing the in-
cident from undermining public support for nuclear
power.”
The Marcoule nuclear site creates mixed oxide fuel

(MOX) from weapons-grade nuclear material. Accord-
ing to DC Bureau, the most secretive institution in the
federal government, the National Nuclear Security Ad-

ministration, uses the MOX concept
to convince the public that “it will
solve the country’s energy problems
by taking excess warheadmaterial and
converting it to reactor fuel for ‘peace-
ful’ purposes.”

DC Bureau’s Joseph Trento re-
ported, “The Clinton, Bush and Oba-
ma administrations accepted an
unproven idea and committed billions

of taxpayers’ money to building an enormous plant to
take surplus plutonium from weapons and civilian pro-
grams from around the world, grind it into a fine powder
and turn it into a fuel array for civilian nuclear power re-
actors. Some experts say this process is more dangerous
than stabilizing and burying the excess plutonium.”
Making the global connection apparent, Trento went

on to say: “The United States, using Areva, a French-
government-owned contractor, is building aMOX plant,
at a cost of billions of dollars to U.S. taxpayers, that will
produce an even deadlier form of Areva-made pluto-
nium-based fuel that was loaded into Fukushima Daiichi
reactor No. 3 a year ago. It was among the Tokyo Power
Electric Company reactors that melted down in March.”

The Guardian story reveals that this cover-up was co-
ordinated by the British government “with multinational
companies EDF Energy,Areva andWestinghouse trying
to ensure the accident did not derail their plans for a new
generation of nuclear stations in the UK.”

The Washington Post reported, “Even as it struggled
to contain the world’s worst nuclear disaster in a quar-
ter-century, Tokyo Electric Power Company late last
month quietly set out big plans for the future: It proposed
building two new nuclear reactors at its radiation-spew-
ing Fukushima Daiichi power plant.”
Much like the BP oil spill nightmare here in Amer-

ica, examples of the energy industry suppressing the
truth are many.The history of international collusion for
revenue-driven deceptions leaves open the question of
whether or not to believe that France’s Marcoule nuclear
site truly poses no radiation threat. Further, this pattern
should be duly noted as the nuclear industry juggernaut
continues to trade safety protocols and human lives for
profit. �

Nuclear Hazards Understated
by Profit-Hungry Nuke Industry
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Industry spokesman
make hollow assur-
ances and hope that
bad publicity doesn’t
derail future profit

The July 2011 blaze at the Tricastin plant in the Rhône
valley of France sent a thick cloud of black smoke into the
sky. A strong wind sent it south over a nearby motorway on
one of the busiest travel days of the year as the French left
for their summer holidays.

The Golem: Israel’s Nuclear Hell Bomb
AWorld Held Hostage; The Road to Global Armageddon
In this landmarkwork, veteran authorMichael Collins Piper pulls no punches in asserting that Israel’s nuclear “Hell

Bomb” is pushing civilization toward globalArmageddon, that the perpetuation of this un-controlled weapons pro-
gram has left the world held hostage. Piper explains the danger the planet faces as a direct consequence of Ameri-
can collaboration with a nuclear-armed Israel. Israel has worked relentlessly to construct an atomic arsenal—its
Golem—as the foundation of its national security strategy. Outlining the whole shocking story, Piper demonstrates
thatAmerica’s international policy has been hijacked by well-heeled supporters of Israel who—in combination with
a mass media dominated by Jewish financial interests—have become the masters of America’s destiny and that of
mankind itself. The people of the United States and the world must work together to dismantle Israel’s Golem be-
fore Israel uses its hell-bomb arsenal to initiateArmageddon. Softcover, 198 pages, #G, $25 plus $3 S&H inside the
U.S. Order fromAFP, 645 PennsylvaniaAvenue SE, Suite 100,Washington, D.C. 20003 or call 1-888-699-6397 toll
free to charge toVisa, MasterCard, AmEx or Discover.



By Keith Johnson

I
srael’s submarine fleet is by far the
most secretive of its strategic long-
range manned arsenals. Unlike the
Jewish state’s other seafaring crafts,

these submersibles never dock in any
ports except their own, and their mis-
sions are such highly guarded secrets
that only a few, even on board, are privy
to what their assignment is and where it
will next take them.
“Nobody knows where you are ex-

cept for your crew and your direct com-
manders,” said a former “Lt. Col. Oded”
in a recent interview with Israel’s Ynet
news service. “Even your family doesn’t
know. They don’t know what you’re
doing or when you’ll be back. They
know nothing.”
Oded says he served 20 years in the

Israeli navy and was commander of the
Leviathan, one of two state-of-the-art
800-class Dolphin submarines that were donated to Is-
rael by the German government. The Israelis later
bought a third Dolphin for $350 million under an
agreement in which German taxpayers would absorb
50 percent of the cost.
Though the whereabouts of these mobile doomsday

machines are generally kept under wraps, the Israelis oc-
casionally make their presence known. When that hap-
pens, the message is clear that they mean business and
are prepared to strike at any given moment. That’s pre-

cisely what happened in July 2009 when Israel sent one
of its Dolphins on a high-profile cruise of the Suez
Canal. Although the official line out of Israel was that
they were merely conducting standard naval drills, it was
clear to all that the real purpose of their presence was to
flaunt their strategic reach in Iran’s face.
In June 2010, all three of Israel’s Dolphins arrived off

the coast of the vilified Persian nation. The SundayTimes
reported, “The submarines of Flotilla 7—Dolphin,
Tekuma and Leviathan—[were] sent in response to Is-

raeli fears that ballistic missiles developed by Iran,
Syria and Hezbollah, a political and military or-
ganization in Lebanon, could hit sites in Israel, in-
cluding air bases and missile launchers.”
The article added, “The deployment is designed

to act as a deterrent, gather intelligence and po-
tentially to land Mossad agents.”
It’s widely believed that these three submarines

are often rotated, with only one maintaining a con-
stant vigil in the region for any extended period.
According to a recent UPI article, “Five Dol-

phins is considered the minimum number required
to keep two boats on patrol off Iran at all times.”
That’s why, to bring the fleet up to their desired

quota, twomore Dolphins are being constructed for
Israel under a deal reached in 2006 whereby the
German government agreed to absorb one-third of a
total $1.27 billion price tag.
In July 2011, a deal was finalized for a sixth

Dolphin submarine that will again be subsidized
by Germany under the same arrangement. Ac-
cording toDer Spiegel, the subsidy was being of-
fered to Israel as part of reparations for the

“Holocaust.” The first of the three is slated for delivery
to Israel by 2012.
Unlike Iran, Israel is not a signatory to the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty and has illicitly pursued a
weapons program that, by some estimates, has put more
than 600 nuclear-tipped warheads at its disposal. �
——

Keith Johnson is an independent journalist currently writing for AMERICAN FREE

PRESS. He is also the editor of “Revolt of the Plebs,” an alternative news website that can

be found at RevoltofthePlebs.com.
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Israel Positions Nuclear Subs Off Iran

WeatherWar, Epidemics,
MindControl and the
Surrender of Sovereignty

Prosecution
for Treason

I
nthis daring book, readers will learn about crimes committed by the government that

have sabotaged the safety and security of the American people. Were Hurricane Kat-

rina and recent earthquakes the direct result of government technology turned against

its citizenry? Are America’s children deliberately taught basic fundamentals incorrectly

in school in order to dumb down the population? Is the U.S. government practicing

mind control on its population? Are epidemics manipulated by the government? Lots

more. Documents on how to prosecute treason are outlined throughout, while esoteric and

confusing legal terminology is explained for accessibility. By Mary Maxwell, Ph.D. Softcover,

367 pages, #P4T, $20 plus $3 S&H. Order from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Av-

enue SE, #100,Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge. Also seemore

books and videos online at www.americanfreepress.net.

THE CRAZYMAKERS
How the Food Industry Is Destroying
Our Brains andHarmingOur Children

An unprecedented look at how American food manu-
facturers and their products may be endangering our
minds. With obesity becoming the fastest-growing
worldwide epidemic and manufactured food fueling that
trend, The Crazy Makers is timelier than ever. This up-
dated edition includes a new chapter on autism, as well as
revised material that shows just how much the industry
has changed in a few short years. Based on extensive re-
search, epidemiological evidence and a formal study of
kids’ eating habits, The Crazy Makers identifies how the
latest food products may be literally driving us crazy. Carol
Simontacchi offers the reader nutritional primers and
recipes to help counteract the problems facing us and our
children every time we sit down to eat. Softcover, 331 pages, #CZM, $17 plus $3
S&H. Order from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100,
Washington, D.C. 20003. Call toll free 1-888-699-6397 to charge.

‘Food Incorporated’ is scrambling ourminds . . .

Above, an Israeli Dolphin-class submarine, capable of launching cruise missiles
carrying nuclear warheads. All three of Israelʼs Dolphin-class nuclear-armed subs are
currently parked off the Iranian coast. See page 17 for more.
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____________________________________________________________________________

Books et cetera
__________________________________________________________________________

AMERICA’S FOREMOST CONSERVATIVE NEWSPA-
PER. The Citizens Informer. For a copy of the latest
issue, send $2 to Sidney Secular, POB 8336, Silver
Spring MD 20907-8336.
__________________________________________________________________________

“FR. COUGHLIN, HUEY LONG, LINDBERGH”, historic
DVD, 2 hours, “Ruby Creek”, Randy Weaver case, filmed
on the scene, “Auschwitz”, by the Jew David Cole, mu-
seum head confesses that Soviets built the gas cham-
bers for tourists, “Last Stone Mountain KKK Rally”, 2
hours, “The Eternal Jew”, banned classic, control of
banks, movies, press, etc. Each DVD only $12 to: Dr Ed
Fields, POB 1211, Marietta GA 30061.
__________________________________________________________________________

BOOKS BY THE MAINE PATRIOT 25+ Patriot books
and descriptions by David Robinson. Available at
amazon.com or maine-patriot.com
__________________________________________________________________________

BASIC CHRISTIANITY VS. BASIC CULTS (EBOOK)
Download and read BEFORE you buy. go to:

www.frontiernet.net/~mrh
__________________________________________________________________________

MINDSCAPE BOOKSHOP—cutting-edge books &
DVDs. Covert Electronic Mind Control—Psychotronic
Warfare, Brainwashing, Surveillance & Harassment, and
related issues. Riveting, hard-to-find books that have
people burning the midnight oil. DVDs that get better with
each viewing. New releases & Classics in their field.
MindscapeBookshop.com
__________________________________________________________________________

TORTURE—KILLING ME SOFTLY, 2ND EDITION—Fast-
moving new book, released Dec 29, 2010. Available online now
- Get Free Book Download at MindscapeBookshop.com
__________________________________________________________________________

CDL REPORT NEWSPAPER 2 SPECIAL ISSUES: THE
KHAZARS by Lt Gen John Glubb - KHAZER INVASION
OF AMERICA by Don Bell - THREE KINGS AND THE
PROTOCOLS by Gen DelValle - EISENHOWER & THE
JEWS by M Allen -THE TOTAL UNSLAUGHT AGAINST
THE WEST by SED Brown - EICHMANN FACED THE
HATE MONGERS OF HISTORY by CHESTERTON -
Koto Kovo: Arabs Kill Arabs by Eustace Mullins - Why We
Canʼt Win Rigged Elections by Admiral Crommelin -
Straight From Jewish Sources by Former Director of
British Intelligence Admiral Domville - Issues 322 & 323
of the CDL Report. Plus of back issues. $5 to cover S/H
from: CDL Report, Box 9166, Mandeville LA 70470
__________________________________________________________________________

SIEGRUNEN is the quarterly magazine published by
Richard Landwehr for 30 years. Exclusive history about
the Waffen SS, the 1-million man European army that
fought the Soviets. POB 6718, Brookings OR 97415.
__________________________________________________________________________

THE OCCIDENTAL QUARTERLY is a great magazine
for intelligent white people who reject political correct-
ness. Summer issue features Prof Kevin MacDonald,
“Why Are Professors Liberals?” $10. The Occidental
Press, POB 8127, Atlanta GA 31106.
__________________________________________________________________________

THE FIRST FREEDOM newspaper is one of Americaʼs
last uncensored media voices. Guaranteed to live up to
its name. Delightfully politically incorrect from start to fin-
ish. $25 for 1 year or 1 silver dollars. Send request to
POB 385, Silverhill AL 36576.

__________________________________________________________________________

WHATWOULD HITLER DO—About the Fed? About the na-
tional debt? About Wall Street bailouts? About mortgage
foreclosures? About healthcare? About college tuition?
About all the other pressing economic and social issues we
face? Find out by ordering your copy of THE GOOD SOCI-
ETY, the unique booklet in which Matt Koehl shows how
things were done when Hitler was in charge. Illustrated. $10.
New Order, POB 270486, Milwaukee WI 53227.
___________________________________________________________________________

ASIMPLE INTRO TO CHRISTIAN IDENTITY. By Pastor
Thomas Robb. DVD or CD FREE with any size contribu-
tion. POB 354, Bergman AR 72615.
__________________________________________________________________________

WEREWOLVES OF THE SWASTIKA by A.V. Schaerf-
fenberg is the most radical approach to the status quo in
print. 120 pages, $14. PzG Inc. POB 3972, Rapid City
SD 57709-3972. pzg@sprynet.com
__________________________________________________________________________

BUY A PIECE OF HISTORY Abraham Lincolnʼs Negro Pol-
icy. Mail $5 to American Colonization Society Charity (First
est in 1817) 36 Tamarack Ave, #242, Danbury CT 06811.
__________________________________________________________________________

Business Opportunities
__________________________________________________________________________

INTERESTED IN WORKING AT HOME? and make money
with flexible working hours. Requirements: Applicants must
be over 18 yrs. have good communication skills and internet
access. Any previous exp could be helpful. Qualified appli-
cants should send their resume to Michael Clarks email:
mcaligntrust@gmail.com for more information.
__________________________________________________________________________

REAL ESTATE AGENTS NEEDED. Huge income po-
tential. Build a National Team! GLOBAL REALTY MAR-
KETING. 888/392-5600
__________________________________________________________________________

Events
__________________________________________________________________________

IT’S TIME TO PRAY an official special event of music &
prayer. Washington DC May 2012. For FREE
registration information call 480/421-2896 or

email goodnewstravels@cox.net
Christians & Patriots unite - your nations needs you!

__________________________________________________________________________

Financial
__________________________________________________________________________

FROM JEFFERSON WE LEARN THE WHY. FROM MIL-
TON FRIEDMAN WE LEARN THE HOW. FROM WILSON
WE LEARN ABOUT THE “THEY”—Thomas Jefferson …
first by inflation, then by deflation …(“they”) …will deprive
the people of all property until their children wake up home-
less on the continent their fathers conquered”. Milton Fried-
man wrote: “We shall find these phenomena of acceleration
of the money stock preceding a cyclical trough and deceler-
ation preceding a cyckucal peak both by sizable intervals,
repeated time and again in subsequent experience.
”Woodrow Wilson:...there is a power somewhere so organ-
ized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so
pervasive, that they had better not speak above their breath
when they speak in condemnation of it”. This weaponization
of the money supply can be largely hampered by maintain-
ing a stable money supply. That is a money supply that nei-
ther accelerates nor decelerates its growth rate. More
importantly the education of the general public in regard to
this monetary mechanism is essential to maintain the free-
dom of this country. glnndrg@aol.com

__________________________________________________________________________

Health
__________________________________________________________________________

FREE HERBAL INFO. “ORIGINAL BLACK SALVE IM-
PROVED”ALSO IN TABLET FORM. Send SASE to
Virxcan Inc., 3495 Lakeside Dr, Ste #87, Reno NV 89509.
__________________________________________________________________________

DE-STRESS NATURALLY, AromaTouch Technique Kit,
complete with oils, DVD & booklet, teaches how you can
use essential oils to improve your overall health and well-
being. www.thinkdoterra.com/67090
__________________________________________________________________________

FREE CONSUMER INFORMATION ON RIFE GENER-
ATORS. The Good, The Bad and the Ugly. Read before
making a purchase. Video on the history of Royal Rife
$2. Call 828/862-4311 or write Systems Unlimited, 36
Gladiola Drive, Pisgah Forest NC 28768.
__________________________________________________________________________

FINALLY, AREAL CURE FORASTHMA! Pay no money
up front! Only make a donation after you have success-
fully cured your asthma. Order the cure at www.asth-
macurer.com
__________________________________________________________________________

HERPES-NOMORE-GUARANTEED. Call 800/605-9001
or visit us online: www.herpescoldsorekiller.com
__________________________________________________________________________

BLACK SALVE TABLETS: Made from same herbs as
black salve. Great for internal problems and most
viruses. Write for free order sheet w/SASE to Herbal
Plus, POB 345, Dayton NV 89403.
_________________________________________________________________________

WWW.GETALIFE.FREELIFE.COM
_________________________________________________________________________

WWW.TEAPARTYNATIONALLIBRARY.COM
__________________________________________________________________________

IRS & Taxes
__________________________________________________________________________

IRS LOSES CASE-A loss so devastating, that a Federal
judge said, “If everyone did what this person did, it would
be the end of this government!” and he didnʼt even use a
lawyer. He proved that he is not a taxpayer as defined by
the Code. You can do the same. All evidence is provided.
If you are not a taxpayer, the IRS code does not apply.
Stop employers from being unlawful withholding agents.
Stop Liens and Levyʼs. One call does it all 401/226-5961.
__________________________________________________________________________

1-800-BEAT-IRS Free brochures. Attorney, author of the
former Spotlight column. Certified specialist in tax & crim-
inal law. The MacPherson Group, Phoenix. Visit our web
site @www.beatirs.com

__________________________________________________________________________

Media
__________________________________________________________________________

WWW.THEREALPUBLICRADIO.NET
WWW.FREEAMERICARADIO.COM

__________________________________________________________________________

Political
__________________________________________________________________________

SUPREMEWHITEALLIANCE: Defend our race and cul-
ture! If you have what it takes or would support us visit
www.SWA43.com
__________________________________________________________________________

Religion
__________________________________________________________________________

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE FOR KINGDOM
SERVICE! Hear Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WTWW
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter with complete
broadcast schedule: Scriptures For America, POB 766,
LaPorte CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming @
www.scripturesforamerica.org
__________________________________________________________________________

YOU DON’T KNOW ANYTHING UNTIL YOU KNOW
THE WAYS OF GOD!! Learn who you are, where you
are from, why you are here and where you are going.
Learn who the enemies of our God and our race are. The
key to understanding your Bible and all history, past,
present, and future, is the Israel Identity truth that is
sweeping the entire patriotic movement. For a FREE doc-
trinal Statement of Beliefs defining this amazing truth,
plus Christian Identity book & tape lists: Kingdom Identity
Ministries, POB 1021, Harrison ARK 72602.

http://www.kingidentity.com
__________________________________________________________________________

“ANTI-CHRIST” IN CONTEXT (I John 2:18,22; 4:3 & II
John v. 7-11) proves that our government is supporting
this element, that a smokescreen called “the Anti-Christ”
is for their benefit. Send email for tract or, $2 FRNʼs for
tract and DVD to: Christian Israel Fellowship, Box 8182,
Eau Claire, WI 54702-8182

christianisraelites@hotmail.com
__________________________________________________________________________

IS YOUR FAITH STRONG ENOUGH TO MAKE THE
RIGHT CHOICE? Jesus Christ said to put your trust and
faith in the Kingdom (government) of God. (Matthew
6:33) Many people put their trust and faith in the govern-
ments of the world. (Isaiah 31:1) . Bible Research, POB
9813, Colorado Springs CO 80932-0813. info@bible-re-
search.org or www.bible-research.org or 719/573-4055.
__________________________________________________________________________

FEAST OF TABERNACLES British Israelite Back-
ground, All Nations, Kindreds and Tongues welcome
whosoever will, October 13th thru 22nd.
www.campparadisestream.com more information contact
YahwehʼsNewportAssembly.com 717/319-3997.
__________________________________________________________________________

TEMPLES OF GOD & HEALTH: GOD, POSITIVE
THINKING, health food, religious-racial-cultural national-
ism, with a balance of religious and secular references.
free poster-style book @ www.templesofgod.net
__________________________________________________________________________

Videos
__________________________________________________________________________

DVDs FOR POLITICAL INCORRECT. Write M Farrell,
POB 141243, Cin OH 45250 or

see HonestMediaToday.com
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By Ralph Forbes

I
n2008many voters looking for “hope and change”
thought Obama could walk on water—but his
legacy may well be that he waded knee-deep
through rivers of blood. Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya

and so on came to pass becauseAmerican interests were
hijacked by Israel-firsters. At first Obama appeared to
try to bring some semblance of fairness to the Middle
East—which would have resulted in peace and security
for Israel and the whole world. This brought the wrath
of Zionist fanatics down upon Obama—and he submit-
ted. Feeding Israeli intransigence endangers the whole
world, practically guaranteeing war.
With nowhere to turn, Palestinian President Mah-

moudAbbas announced he would seek membership for
a state of Palestine from the UN Security Council. True
American interests, the saner half of Israelis and 126
countries back the initiative—but the rulers of Israel, the
ADL, AIPAC and the neo-cons, who misrule America,
defy justice and shriek, “No!”
For more than a half century Israel—backed by the

United States and its puppet regimes—could get away
with brutal repression, but no more.
Former U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates, in a

meeting of the National Security Council, described Is-
raeli Prime Minster Benjamin Netanyahu as “ungrate-
ful” and said that, by refusing to acknowledge Israel’s
growing isolation, Netanyahu was endangering his
country.
Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan said

that recognition of a Palestinian state is an obligation, not
an option. He told theArab League that Israel’s behaving

like a spoiled child was building a blockade around its
own people through its policies. “Israel will break away
from solitude only when it acts as a reasonable, respon-
sible, serious and normal state.” He said theTurkish navy
will patrol the Mediterranean to prevent Israel from as-
saulting ships in international waters. “Israel will no
longer be able to do what it wants in the Mediterranean,
and you’ll be seeing Turkish warships in this sea.”
Turkey, a member of NATO, demanded that Israel for-

mally apologize for last year’s deadly takeover of a Gaza-
bound aid convoy, killing nine Turks and a teenaged

American citizen.
Thousands of protesters massed in Cairo’s Tahrir

Square to demand reforms and an end to military trials
of civilians. Then they went after the real masters of
Egypt. They stormed the heavily fortified Israeli em-
bassy in Cairo. Israel’s ambassador to Egypt, Yitzhak
Levanon, and 80 diplomats fled Egypt, which says it will
no longer allow Israel to steal billions of dollars of nat-
ural gas in corrupt deals.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accused

the Zionists of starting both world wars. He also blamed
Israel for starting and perpetuating terror, including Sept.
11, 2001.
ForAmerica, Israel has been the tail wagging the dog

for 70 years.
Dr. NahumGoldmann, former president of theWorld

Jewish Congress, wrote the ruthless persecution of the
Palestinians by Zionist zealots was “the original sin.”
When the criminal conspiracy for mass murder and

stealing the homes and lands of the Palestinian people
was trying to gain “legitimacy,” three secretaries of
state—James Byrnes, General George Marshall and
DeanAcheson—and Secretary of Defense James Forre-
stal, who was “suicided” by the Irgun, an Israeli terror-
ist organization, for his pro-American stance, foresaw
America’s recognition of the criminal regime as the great
American tragedy.
It is time to address the concern expressed by Forre-

stal so long ago: “I think it is about time that somebody
should give some consideration as to whether we might
lose the United States.” �
——

Ralph Forbes, based in Arkansas, is a member of AFP’s Southeast Bureau.
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Palestine Independence or Israeli Tyranny?

9-11WASMADE IN ISRAEL:
If you doubt that statement please read . . .

‘MADE IN ISRAEL’ by Victor Thorn
Here’sVictor Thorn’s latest blockbuster. This book picks up where 9-11 Evil left
off and proves beyond doubt that Israel and her supporters were behind the Sept.
11, 2001 attacks on America. Published in an
8.5 x 11 format,Made in Israel is the final word
on the subject. More concerned with the “who”
as opposed to the “how,” Made in Israel pin-
points the madmen and their henchmen who
pulled off the attacks.Also includes a section of
Thorn’s writings previously published in AMER-
ICAN FREE PRESS. Softcover, 90 pages, $15 plus
$3 S&H inside the U.S. Send request with pay-
ment toAFP, 645 PennsylvaniaAvenue SE, Suite
100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call AFP toll
free at 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to charge.

Help Distribute Copies of AFP’s
Special 9-11 Anniversary Edition

Weurge all AMERICAN FREE PRESS
readers to distribute extra copies of
our special 9-11 anniversary edi-

tion of AMERICAN FREE PRESS. By doing so
you help your fellow citizens become aware
of the factual anomalies regarding the federal
version of events that occurred on Sept. 11,
2001 and you also help AMERICAN FREE
PRESS gainmuch-needed national exposure. If
you are interested in purchasing multiple
copies of this edition, please call toll free 1-
888-699-NEWS to charge. If you’d like to
talk to anAFP distribution specialist, call our
Washington, D.C. office at 202-544-5977. Prices are as follows: One to 5 copies
are $2 each. Six to 39 copies are $1.50 each. Forty to 499 copies are 75¢ each.
Five hundred or more are reduced to just 50¢ each. Send request with payment
toAFP, 645 PennsylvaniaAvenue SE, Suite 100,Washington, D.C. 20003 or call
the toll free number listed above. Help get the word out!

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is leading Is-
rael—and America—down a dangerous, destructive path.
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By Willis A. Carto

C
IA veteran Robert Baer is among those who
say we can expect an Israeli-American attack
on Iran within weeks. Given the level of con-
trol that Israel has on American policy—

which is total—this is to be expected because Israel
wants nothing more than to destroy Iran.
Which is to say that American strategic leadership is

kindergarten level at best. Assuming that the United
States does attack Iran, what are we to expect?
First of all, the only attack this country could mount—

thanks to the great military brains in Washington, which
hasAmerican troops currently and needlessly in some 135
countries around the globe—would be aerial and naval.
Meaning that from bases in Iraq, bombers could tar-

get Iranian cities—with nuclear bombs probably—and
kill hundreds of thousands of Persian men, women and
children. This would make the Israeli leaders deliriously
happy but would only add to the universal opinion of the
world thatAmerica is a war-happy, aggressive, genocidal
country that does not hesitate to attack any other coun-
try, anywhere. To bring “democracy” to the backward
natives, of course.
More sophisticated people know that the American

economy is literally supported by debt spending by com-
mand of the military-industrial-banker-politician com-
plex. Continual war is necessary to keep the unemployed
from getting restive and voting out the malefactors of the
two corrupt parties.
It should be noted parenthetically that the flood of

manufactured goods from China and other countries is
the problem, and corporate officers, such as Jeffrey Im-
melt of GE—whowas appointed by President Obama as

his chairman of the President’s Council on Jobs and
Competitiveness—have created the problem. IfAmerica
would establish tariffs to protectAmerican workers from
imported cheap labor goods, the problem would be
solved. Without spending a dime.
But problem solving is not a strong point withAmer-

ican politicians. Far more important to them is the next
election, meaning that they are acutely aware of the pres-
sure groups and sources of money in their districts, and
the most influential by far is the very active, wealthy, and
potent Israeli lobby.
As this is written, September 2011, American war-

ships are in the Persian Gulf, their big guns turned on the

country that shares that name, and American bombers
are in Iraq within minutes of unloading their hellish
cargo on innocents.

NO-WIN WAR

The purpose of this commentary is to make clear that
ifAmerican leaders submit to the command of Israel and
attack Iran, it will result in the greatest disaster for the
United States in our history—the biggest no-win war our
country has fought, for there is no way we could win no
matter how many Persians we may kill by bombing.

To invade Iran is out of the question. Iran, a nation of
some 70 million, could quickly field an army of some 7
million. Deploying an American army close enough to
invade Iran is out of the question—the logistics of such
an attempt make it clear. It would take at least 10 mil-
lion men—not women or homosexuals—to successfully
invade because a defending army has a great moral and
tactical advantage over the attackers. The only possible
ally the U.S. would have in an invasion would be Israel,
and that would be a dubious factor at best.As mentioned,
the U.S. would be looked upon with scorn, fear, hatred
and derision by every other nation. Russia and China
would welcome anAmerican attack on Iran because that
would leave them as the lords of the world.
Add all this to the debt load America is already car-

rying and you can kiss the dollar goodbye as it spirals
into hyperinflation.
Iran would be no pushover for America, literally

halfway across the globe. Iran has weapons that could
make our aggression disastrous. One of these is the high-
speed “Hoot” torpedo, which travels over 200 miles per
hour and seeks whatever target has been programmed
into it. We could end up with the loss of many capital
ships and thousands of personnel. The outcome of war is
always unpredictable, and strategists who are cocksure
of victory often prove to be wrong.
The ship of state is careening toward a date with dis-

aster. Will our leaders wake up in time and correct the
course before it is too late? �
——

WillisA. Carto is the editor and publisher of THE BARNES REVIEW revisionist his-
tory magazine and a senior consultant for AMERICAN FREE PRESS. Carto was the founder
of Liberty Lobby andThe Spotlight newspaper, two of the most powerful voices for pop-
ulist and nationalist causes until their court-ordered demise in 2001. For a sample copy
of THE BARNES REVIEW, send $5 to TBR, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003.

HeedMyWarning: Attack on Iran a Disaster

By Vince Ryan

I
ran is on the brink of developing a network of nu-
clear power facilities. Regardless of what we may
think about the dangers associated with nuclear
power, and despite what Iran’s enemies might say,

Iran, a sovereign country, has the right to develop nu-
clear power. It contends that its nuclear program will be
purely for peaceful purposes.
According to published reports, Hamid Khadem

Qaemi, a spokesman for the Atomic Energy Organiza-
tion of Iran, says a $1 billion, 1,000-megawatt Bushehr
plant will be operating at 40 percent capacity soon.
Bushehr is located in southeast Iran on the Persian Gulf.
Iran assures the world that it is enriching uranium

“only to lower levels, suitable for power plant fuel or
medical and agricultural uses.” But Reuters claims that
secretive nuclear enrichment operations are being moved
to a “mountain bunker that would be safer from a possi-
ble American or Israeli military strike.”
In other words, the United States and Israel will work

together. The United States usually supplies the money
and war materiel for Israel to use in a strike in the name
of “world peace.” However, in reality, Israel has been ex-
panding the territorial scope of “greater Israel,” a land
where native Palestinians (and potentially others) are
being driven from their ancestral homes.

NOT IN OUR NATIONAL INTEREST

Let’s face it: America’s presence in the Middle East
is not in our national interest and can lead to another war
we do not need.Already, our continued occupations cost
us many billions of dollars and tarnish our good name.
In Afghanistan, the slaughter has been raging for 12

years, and there is no victory in sight despite the claims
made by the leaders of and advocates for the military-
industrial-banking complex. Interestingly, very seldom
is mention made of the lucrative Afghan poppy farms
that advance the profits and power of the worldwide
heroin drug cartel. Are Americans involved in the prof-
itable heroin trade?
There is one organization, the Arms Control Associ-

ation, which states its business is to serve as the author-
itative source on arms control, specifically the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty of 1970.
There are 189 state-parties to the treaty, in two cate-

gories. One is nuclear-weapon states (NWS)—the
United States, Russia, China, France and the United
Kingdom. The other is supposedly non-nuclear-weapon
states (NNWS). The five NWSmembers are committed
to pursue general and complete disarmament, while the
NNWSmembers have agreed to forgo developing or ac-
quiring nuclear weapons. India, Israel and Pakistan are
known to possess nuclear weapons but were allowed to
join the treaty as NNWS members anyway.
The only country that has used atomic weapons is the

United States. So here are Americans trying to tell oth-
ers not to use them. Hypocrisy? �
——

Vince Ryan is the chairman of the AFP READERSHIP COUNCIL, a group of about
2,200AFP readers who have chosen to become partners withAFP in the business of put-
ting out real news. Send your request for information on the AFPRC to 645 Pennsylva-
nia Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call 202-544-5977 and talk to a
representative. Annual dues are $76 and you get a free subscription to AFP, special dis-
counts on manyAFP products plus a quarterly newsletter The Council Courier.

Iranian Nuclear Power and the Art of War

If American leaders
attack Iran, it will be
the greatest disaster

in U.S. history.
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Florida is giving huge doses of anti-psychotics, many of
them powerful tranquilizers, to juvenile offenders in order
to reduce the costs of housing them, essentially turning
these kids into zombies that receive food and sleep. These
abused children are then released into society as adults,
where they are unable to function and end up either
receiving welfare and disability or committing crimes that
have them reincarcerated.
It’s all part of a trend in American prisons toward the

sedation and chemical abuse of inmates in an effort to
make them confess to a variety of crimes, often imaginary.
Incapacitating meds are also used to reduce the effort
needed to house prisoners by making them incapable of
independent action.
According to a recent report in The Palm Beach Post,

drugs such as Seroquel, Abilify and Risperdal are being
given to youthful offenders twice as often as basic

medicines like Ibuprofen, and they are being specifically
dispensed to offenders not suffering from the mental
disorders these drugs are designed to treat.
However, one noted side effect of giving anti-psychotic

medications to individuals not suffering from psychosis
is that they can have unpredictable and erratic reactions—
often inducing psychosis or extreme emotional states.
While these drugs tranquilize most individuals, a person’s
brain chemistry and structure is so unique that often the
effects cannot be predicted, and a small percentage of
individuals will always suffer a negative reaction.
This abuse of juvenile inmates mirrors trends in the

federal system whereby drugs have paired with torture in
federal efforts to force false confessions from adult
inmates. During this writer’s wrongful two-and-half-year
imprisonment in the federal prison system, I was
subjected to drug treatment in an effort to elicit a false

confession regarding a supposed plot to assassinate
President Barack Obama—a tactic that ultimately failed.
In fact, much of the federal justice system is based on
false confessions elicited from pretrial detainees who have
been abused or tortured by federal authorities. Improved
treatment is then promised if they admit to crimes that
may never have occurred.
A factor in the abusive use of drugs on juvenile

prisoners is the profits of Seroquel’s manufacturer,
AstraZeneca, which has encouraged prisons to use their
anti-psychotic medications to chemically abuse those in
their care. Some 36 states are currently involved in a
lawsuit against AstraZeneca for encouraging prison
officials to engage in the abusive use of psychoactive
drugs against prisoners.

WILLIAMWHITE
Maryland

Iran

Letters

Congratulations and well done on [AFP’s
Sept. 5, 10-year anniversary, “all 9-11” issue],
and the coverage about the Sept. 11 attacks. I
have to especially compliment AFP’s Victor
Thorn, who I understand compiled much of
the information for that edition. This should
be required reading for all members of Con-
gress and even more so for former President
George W. Bush and former Vice President
Dick Cheney. I also have a suggestion: In each
issue, whenever they become available, AFP
should publish the latest figures on President
Obama’s “approval rating.”As I write this they
seem to be up and down.

HALDON J. SMITH
New Mexico

HATS OFF TO JACKSON
“Jackson’s Final Solution for the Bankers,”

by Ralph Forbes for AFP’s Sept. 12 issue, is a
masterpiece.The information had to have been
originally drawn from an old-fashioned U.S.
history book. The article explained how, after
serving only six years in office, President An-
drew Jackson eliminated a $58 million debt.
Soon thereafter the U.S. government ran a sur-
plus, creating a new problem. An important
fact omitted in the article explains exactly what
was done by those in the federal government
to solve the problem of all that surplus money.
What I had learned in an American history
course from a college professor some 60 years
ago provided the answer: “The money was di-
vided equitably and returned to the states.”

JACQUELINE FRANK STRICKLAND
Texas

CHINA BEGINS U.S. LAND GRAB
Where is the outrage of American citizens

whose forefathers bought America with their
blood, when land and roads belonging to them
are sold without their permission? Idaho, a
state with many resources, recently sold 50
square miles of land to the Chinese. Imagine:
20,000 acres have gone to foreign nationals.
The Chinese were given hassle-free land-

ing rights for their airplanes at Idaho’s main
airport. This is a threat to our security, espe-
cially since this airport is used by the Idaho
National Guard. Mountain Home Air Force
Base, with secret flight activity, is just a few
miles away. The Chinese also are planning to
acquire land in Ohio, Michigan and Pennsyl-
vania. You residents of these states should
fight this land grab. Write your congressmen,
senators and your governors. Make them take
a stand against this outrageous land grab.

M.A. NOVAK
Oregon

FREE TRADE
President Obama knows how to bring jobs

back to America—but he just won’t do it.
In Ohio, in 2008, while campaigning for

the nomination, Obama said, “We need to
renegotiate NAFTA.” Of course, he was talk-
ing about the North American Free Trade
Agreement. The crowd went wild.
That same day an official from the Cana-

dian Embassy asked the Obama campaign
headquarters about that statement.An Obama
campaign official assured him: “No change.
He was just campaign positioning.” That’s

doublespeak for “lying.”
Obama and all the other presidential aspi-

rants know free trade is why the jobs left
America, but they will not oppose it because
free trade is the private cookie jar of the cabal
of the unelected rulers of America.

ROBERT BROCATO
Louisiana

FAR LEFT
We are not interested in your anti-semantic

(sic), far left conspiracy theories. . . . Please do
not send any more of your circulars to this ad-
dress unde (sic) name. Thank you.

CHRISTINE GREENWELL
California

PENTAGON PAPERS
These are truly troubling days for liberty.

The Pentagon Papers, officially titled “Report
of the Secretary of Defense Vietnam Task
Force,” were commissioned by then Secretary
of Defense Robert McNamara in 1967. In
June of 1971, small portions of the report were

leaked to the press and widely distributed.
From what I read and witnessed in the U.S.

Senate report of May 23, 1991 entitled “An Ex-
amination of U.S. PolicyTowards POWs,MIAs
During World War II, the Korean War and the
Second Indochina War (Vietnam),” it appears
that any soldier left behind in World War II,
Korea andVietnam was abandoned years ago.
In the fall of 1953 at the conclusion of Op-

eration Big Switch, Gen. Van Fleet stated his
belief that a large percentage of the 8,000
American soldiers listed as missing in Korea
was still alive. Whether any of these men are
alive today, after 56 years, is tragically unclear.
Americans and the new media which are

not alarmed by this are either not paying close
attention or are too trusting of government of-
ficials to be concerned.
I salute these brave men for their long suf-

fering, which we regrettably have been unable
to change. Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they shall be called the children of God.

PAUL F. DOUBLE
Indiana

Kudos for 9-11 Anniversary Issue

Juvenile Offenders Being Drugged Into Zombies by State
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